“The principal goal of education is to create men who are capable of doing new things, not simply of
repeating what other generations have done - men who are creative, inventive and discoverers”- J Piaget

As a matter of fact….
In his book, ‘Re-imagine’ Tom Peter criticizes the
present system of education as extraneous and
outmoded on the following grounds;
 Our school system is a thinly disguised conspiracy to
kill creativity.
 We seem to be re-inventing everything – except the
school system, which should [in theory] underpin, even
lead, the rest.
 The main crisis in schools today is its irrelevance.
 Our educational thinking is concerned with; ‘what is’.
It is not good at designing ‘what can be’.
Creativity, unfortunately doesn’t find a prime position
in the list of priorities that educational institutions set,
though it isn’t supposed to be so.
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Tom Peter, in his work, envisions:
 A system of education that recognizes that learning
is natural, that a love of learning is normal and that
real learning is passionate learning,
 A school curriculum, that values questions above
answers, creativity above fact regurgitation,
individuality above uniformity and excellence above
standardized performance, and
 A society that respects its educators and grants
them the autonomy to do their job as the creative
individuals they are, and for the creative individuals in
their charge.
It’s our earnest desire that Excel Public School is
known to be a place where Creativity, in all its forms,
is fostered, promoted, persuaded and recognized. Let
the Excel Glimpses find place for the creative
expressions of our budding geniuses.
Mathew K G
(Principal)
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Trip to V-Set, Wayanad, 3rd December
A team of 27 students and 4 teachers visited
the V-Set Value Camp and Wayanad, Kerala
between 3rd and 5th December. V-Set is a
volunteer driven nationwide movement with
the primary objective of "kindling humaneness
in youth, promoting social values in education,
and enabling students to grow up with quality
care and concern for all in the society". The
camp provided the children platform to
discuss, explore and understand more about
the values that would help them make the
right choice to succeed in life and to prepare
them to serve humanity. The students and
teachers found the camp very educative and
enlightening. The trip and stay was made all
the more unforgettable due to the hospitality
of the camp organizers and the picturesque
surroundings of the camp venue, at the
vicinity of the Western Ghats. Mr. Ravishankar
was the Chief Resource person of the Camp.

Ushering In X’mas, 12th December
Every year carol singing heralds the spirit of
Christmas. This year Christmas was doubly
sweet to the students and teachers of Excel
Public school Mysore as the school choir won
the award for Carol Singing Competition
conducted annually by the prestigious Carmel
Catholic Association, Mysore. Though it was the
very first competition attended by the school
choir they were able to impress the judges with
their high notes and won the first prize in their
category.

Shadow
I’ll tell you about my friend
Who never leaves me alone
Whether day or night
She is my might
When light falls on me
My shadow is formed
She comes to play with me
When I’m alone
Just like me from my
Heels to my head
But there is one difference
She is dark I’m fair
Hamsaveena, Class 5

My School
There is a beautiful school called Excel
Public School
I am a student of Excel Public School
A grade higher than the rest
There are many reasons to prove it
As you shall soon see it.
The teachers are so helpful
Ready to guide the needful
Answering with the greatest care
Excel Public School is the best
So that the students may fair-well
The school is unique from the rest
For it is the very best
Leading ahead all the way
Beating others in the fray
Hope and courage are its aim
From the beginning of its game
North, South, East or West
Nithyashree Class 6

